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ABOUT MOMENTUM

HOW WE DIFFER
Momentum Event Group is an international company that is on a mission to make attending conferences truly  
valuable again. By providing every delegate with the highest quality speakers, content and format, full access to the 
attendee list via MomentumConnect, complimentary workshop and webinar attendance, and a host of innovative 
amenities all at an attractive price point, we are re-setting the conference experience.
With complimentary Wi-Fi, reinvigorated content formats and multiple networking breaks to ensure maximum  
facetime, Momentum events are a centralized hub for fueling learning, partnering and idea exchange. With access to 
Momentum Hosts who ensure the smooth running of the event and answer any questions you have, a “match and 
meet” service, a money-back guarantee and a programming format that blends the  
dissemination of critical information with the need for intimate discussion,   
Momentum Events are unlike any other event you have ever experienced.

www.gtldworldcongress.com

event group

ALL-INCLUSIVE PRICINg
We charge one price for access to all aspects 
of the event—general session, workshops and 
master classes.

NETWORKINg
All attendees are provided with access  
to their fellow registered delegates in  
advance of the conference. Start developing 
relationships on your schedule.

MOMENTUM CONNECT 
A                     powered online community 
designed to enhance the networking  
experience associated with attending the 
Anti-Corruption Congress.

MOMENTUM HOSTS
Our pleasant and professional hand-picked 
team of greeters and problem solvers have 
been specially trained to facilitate the best 
possible conference experience.

POST EVENT ACTIVATION WEBINARS
We offer up to three free post-event  
webinars to help maintain your  
connection with fellow attendees  
and continue your learning months  
after the conference concludes.

MATCH AND MEET
Services to help facilitate your  
introduction to the right people at  
the event to make your conference  
time even more productive.

A gUARANTEE 
We offer a money-back guarantee.  
If you attend this event and are  
dissatisfied simply tell us and we will  
refund your money in full. This eliminates  
any risk for you and helps our team  
focus on always providing an exceptional 
event experience.



Within the next few months the first new gTLDs will have launched. The TLD applicant community is all a buzz 
as the industry prepares to transition from .com to .BRAND. Moving from planning and strategy to active  
marketing and implementation, for every new gTLD there will be an individual launch strategy with each  
applicant hoping to engage with a different community, customer or prospect. 

NEW Spotlight Addresses for the March 2014 Program focused on digital marketing, branding and consumer  
engagement: 

• How to Effectively Utilize Your Brand to Build Customer Loyalty in the Digital Age
• The Current and Future State of Digital Marketing in an Evolving Internet Landscape 
• The Future of Consumer Engagement – One Agency’s Vision of the Brand Experience Post-gTLD

This event is expected to once again sell out. Reserve your space now to be a part of this industry-leading event 
and ensure you are part of the conversation. 

To register visit us online at www.gtldworldcongress.com

“This is a very special time…we are preparing ourselves 
 for an important future…this is our moment…”
  — Fadi Chehadé, President and CEO, ICANN, ICANN 48
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Join us at the Digital Marketing & gTLD Strategy Congress and meet with your peers and leaders of the brand 
and generic TLD and domain community at the only forum that continues to focus on the marketing, branding 
and customer engagement strategies associated with the changing internet landscape as 1000s of new top-level 
domains come online in the months ahead.

Gain practical knowledge and get answers to your most pressing questions during the following case studies:
• The .NYC Case Study: From Vision to Reality
• Lessons Learned for Crafting a Successful TLD Launch Strategy 

Learn what issues your team may have missed while crafting your launch strategy as you join in on discussions 
that will take you behind-the-scenes to explore lessons learned from recent TLD launches – the good, the bad 
and the ugly.

New for the March 2014 program, benefit from increased networking time and the opportunity to meet with 
your peers representing brand and generic TLD as you take part in interactive roundtable discussions and panel 
sessions addressing: 

• How to Effectively Bridge the Gap from Your .com to Your .BRAND
• Positioning Strategies for Ensuring Your TLD Obtains Maximum Exposure 
• Novel Brand Extension Opportunities for TLD Owners through the Use of Strategic Alliances and  
  Partnerships 
• Integrated Social Media Approaches for Best Leveraging Your Digital Assets  
• How to Manage Internal Support from Marketing, Legal and IT to Achieve a Seamless TLD Implementation



event group

“It’s not at every conference where you can approach the CEO  
of different registry operators, where you can approach the  
meaningful material management people from companies like 
Google, from Amazon...something like this is a must attend.”

 - Frank Schilling, Founder & Managing Director, Uniregistry

“It’s really been fantastic. This conference has been just an  
outstanding conference as far as bringing in this disparate group of 
people right at the right time.”

 - Richard Merdinger, Vice President of Domains, GoDaddy

“I’m getting to meet a lot of interesting people, I’m getting to talk to 
them about what they’re doing, getting the last minute things that 
you don’t read about in the blogs.”

 - Juan Diego Calle, CEO, .CO

“Momentum provided a well organized thoughtful event to help 
brands and service providers meet and discuss needs and solutions 
to make the introduction of .BRAND strategies a success.”

 - Peter LaMantia, President and CEO, Authentic Web Inc.



DIgITAL MARKETINg & gTLD STRATEgY CONgRESS SPEAKER FACULTY

WHO YOU WILL MEET AT THE 3RD DIgITAL MARKETINg & gTLD STRATEgY CONgRESS

The Digital Marketing & gTLD Strategy Congress has been designed to attract a “Who’s Who” of  
premier digital, branding and marketing professionals. Our target audience demographics include: 

• Senior executives responsible for:

 • Marketing • Brand Management     • Internet Strategy   
 • Communications • Digital Branding & Marketing  • Social Media   
 • Trademark protection  • Intellectual property 

Shaul Jolles
CEO
Dot Latin LLC

James Trevino
President
Dot Vegas, Inc

Steve Machin
C.E.O 
The Dot Tickets  
Organisation

William Martinez
Director, .gop Registry
Republican State Leadership 
Committee

Peter LaMantia 
CEO
Authentic Web Inc.

Jennie-Marie Larsen
CEO
DomainDiction

Roland LaPlante
SVP, Chief Marketing Officer
Afilias

José Ignacio Rasco
Managing Director 
& Co-Founder
STRAAT Investments

Jeff Sass
CMO
.CLUB

Peter Dengate Thrush
Board Member
Dot Kiwi

george Faulkner
Manager, Social Brand  
Engagement
Social Strategy and Programs
IBM

Philip Sheppard
Director General
Brand Registry Group

Michael H. Berkens
Co-Founder and Managing Director
Right of the Dot, LLC

Featured Speakers as of 12/16/13

gary goldhammer
Chief Digital Strategist 
Hill+Knowlton Strategies

Chris Malone
Managing Partner, Fidelum Partners
Former Chief Marketing Officer, Choice Hotels 
Former Senior Vice President, Marketing, ARAMARK Corporation
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ABOUT THE VENUE

DREAM DOWNTOWN HOTEL • 355 West 16th Street, New York, NY, United States, 10011

Carrying on an exciting and imaginative new concept in inventive, full-service luxury travel 
brought by its predecessors Dream New York and Dream South Beach, Dream Downtown is 
the latest jewel in the impressive Vikram Chatwal Hotel portfolio. Situated between the hip, cool 
Meatpacking District and chic, charming Chelsea, Dream Downtown’s loft-style accommoda-
tions and innovative atmosphere breathe new life into the New York hotel scene. Featuring 315 
loft-style guestrooms and suites, accommodations at Dream Downtown feature amenities such 
as flat screen TVs, high-speed WiFi, custom Etro toiletries and 350-thread-count Egyptian cot-
ton bed linens. Neighborhood companies include Google, Nike, Food Network, WebMD, Wolters 
Kluwer, EMI Music Publishing, and DVF, letting you get down to business and then back to your 
business of pleasure. 

SPECIAL ROOM RATES: Reservations office hours are Monday–Friday 9:00AM – 6:00PM. 
When making reservations by phone, please reference the Momentum gTLD Brand Congress. 
A limited number of discounted rooms at the Dream Downtown are available for attendees until

2/12/2014.

To register visit us online at www.gtldworldcongress.com



AgENDA AT-A-gLANCE

Day 2—Tuesday, March 4, 2014
8:15am Breakfast & Morning Networking

9:00am Spotlight Address: The Current and Future State of Digital Marketing and Customer Engagement  
 in a Changed Internet Landscape

9:30am Interactive Working Group Sessions 
 Workshop A: Early Results from the TMCH – Brand Strategies for Effectively Monitoring Your 
 Trademarks and Registrations during Sunrise and Landrush 

 Workshop B: Premium Domain Name Strategies for Corporate and Generic Registries –  
 A Guide to Effectively Working with Domain Investors, Brokers and Auction Houses

11:00am Networking Refreshment Break

11:30am Industry Association Roundtable – Addressing the Top Three Challenges Currently Facing  
 the Membership of the Brand Registry Group and Domain Name Association

12:15pm Networking Luncheon

1:30pm The Future of Consumer Engagement – One Agency’s Vision of the  Brand Experience Post-gTLD  

2:00pm Why We Didn’t Apply, Why We Withdrew – Unique Insights from Round 1 Non-Applicant  
 and Withdrawn TLDs

2:45pm Networking Refreshment Break

3:15pm How to Effectively Build an Integrated Social Media Strategy Dedicated to Leveraging All Your 
 Digital Assets to Connect With Customers  

4:00pm Forecasting for Round 2 – Industry Expectations and Insights from ICANN on What Lies Ahead 
 for Prospective Round 2 Applicants 

4:45pm Co-Chairs’ Closing Remarks and Open Q&A

5:00pm Conference Concludes

Day 1—Monday, March 3, 2014
8:00am Breakfast and Registration 

8:45am Congress Welcome 
9:00am Co-Chair’s Opening Address - An Overview of Current and Pending TLD Launches  
 and Anticipated Timeframes for the Months Ahead

9:20am Behind-the-Scenes into a Live TLD Launch – Lessons Learned for Crafting a Successful  
 TLD Launch Strategy

10:30am Networking Refreshment Break  

11:00am Ensuring Your Digital Identity Matches Your Brand Experience through the Effective Use  
 of Your TLD Platform – How to Bridge the Gap from Your .com to Your .BRAND 

11:30am Not All gTLDs Will Be Created Equal – How to Best Position Your TLD for Maximum  
 Exposure and Client Usage 

12:15pm ICANN Keynote Address 

12:45pm Networking Luncheon

2:00pm Spotlight Address: How to Effectively Utilize Your Brand to Build to Customer Loyalty in the Digital Age 

2:30pm The .NYC Case Study: From Vision to Reality

3:15pm Understanding the Future of Search and What Impact - if Any - It Will Have On Your TLD Strategy

3:45pm Networking Refreshment Break

4:15pm Interactive Roundtable Discussions 
 Topic 1: Maneuvering for Launch – How to Manage Internal Support from Marketing, Legal and IT 
 to Achieve a Seamless TLD Implementation

 Topic 2: How to Build a Winning Digital Marketing Innovation Roadmap from Ideation to Execution  
 Topic 3: Novel Brand Extension Opportunities for TLD Owners and Brands through the Use  
 of Strategic Alliances and Partnerships 

 Topic 4: How to Set a Realistic but Workable Budget for Your TLD Launch

5:30pm Congress Adjourns to Day Two

www.gtldworldcongress.com

To register visit us online at www.gtldworldcongress.com



MAIN CONFERENCE AgENDA

To register visit us online at www.gtldworldcongress.com
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Monday, March 3, 2014

8:00AM  Breakfast and Registration

8:45AM  Congress Welcome

9:00AM  CO-CHAIR’S OPENINg ADDRESS - AN OVERVIEW OF CURRENT AND PENDINg TLD  
     LAUNCHES AND ANTICIPATED TIMEFRAMES FOR THE MONTHS AHEAD
By March 2014 it is highly anticipated that several new TLDs will have launched and be in the live operational 
phase. During this session be brought up to speed on the current status of new TLDs that have actually “gone 
live” as well as those that are highly anticipated to launch in the coming months.

9:20AM  BEHIND-THE-SCENES INTO A LIVE TLD LAUNCH – LESSONS LEARNED FOR CRAFTINg  
     A SUCCESSFUL TLD LAUNCH STRATEgY
Moving the discussion from pre-operation implementation to launch, during this session attendees will go  
behind-the-scenes into the live launch of several brand and generic TLDs as they take you behind-the-scenes 
into their launch strategy from the passing of the application through and including navigation of the sunrise 
and landrush periods. Learn what stumbling blocks were encountered along the way, what issues your team may 
have not planned for as well as recommended best practices for ensuring your launch process is a smooth one.

11:00AM  ENSURINg YOUR DIgITAL IDENTITY MATCHES YOUR BRAND ExPERIENCE THROUgH  
      THE EFFECTIVE USE OF YOUR TLD PLATFORM – HOW TO BRIDgE THE gAP FROM  
      YOUR .COM TO YOUR .BRAND
• Addressing domain selection and portfolio opportunities – strategic insights for assessing available  
 extensions and creating a wish list of domains that will add the most value to your business and your brand
• Effective strategies for maximizing traffic potential to your new TLD
• Exploring opportunities for market expansion by mining your existing customer base to uncover new  
 customer segments and niche markets that may  unearth new TLD strings
• How to integrate legacy activity into the new world of TLDs

11:30AM  NOT ALL gTLDS WILL BE CREATED EqUAL – HOW TO BEST POSITION YOUR TLD  
     FOR MAxIMUM ExPOSURE AND CLIENT USAgE
As more and more gTLDs gear up for and actively enter the launch phase, it will be essential for new gTLDs look-
ing to distinguish themselves in the digital marketplace to have a thorough understanding of how their new TLD 
can offer opportunities for brand extension in the digital realm. Gain strategies for ensuring your domain name 
and digital identity work hand in hand to further your marketing and brand building goals by understanding what 
the true value of your TLD is. 

10:30AM  Networking Refreshment Break

12:15PM  ICANN Keynote Address
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12:45PM  Networking Luncheon

2:00PM  SPOTLIgHT ADDRESS: HOW TO EFFECTIVELY UTILIzE YOUR BRAND TO BUILD CUSTOMER  
     LOYALTY IN THE DIgITAL AgE
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3:15PM   UNDERSTANDINg THE FUTURE OF SEARCH AND WHAT IMPACT - if Any- IT WILL HAVE  
     ON YOUR TLD STRATEgY

Recent studies across industries indicate that gTLD awareness among consumers remains fairly low despite 
their impending launch. During this session hear from representatives from several prominent search engines 
as they discuss SEO optimization strategies for your new .BRAND in the post-gTLD internet landscape.

4:15PM  INTERACTIVE ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS

For the following sessions, attendees will be provided with the opportunity to break out into smaller round 
table discussions. Join in on more intimate conversations and benefit from this free from opportunity to  
network with your peers in a smaller group setting. Select to join the tables that will be discussing topics that 
are of most interest to you. Attendees are free to move between discussions during this time.

TOPIC 1: Maneuvering for Launch – How to Manage Internal Support from Marketing, Legal and IT to Achieve a  
Seamless TLD Implementation

During this session benefit from a well-rounded discussion that will explore how to effectively work with your 
internal team members across departments to ensure a successful TLD implementation.

TOPIC 2: How to Build a Winning Digital Marketing Innovation Roadmap from Ideation to Execution 

Your .Brand registry has been approved. Now it’s time to switch gears and move from ideation into go to  
market execution and deliver a return on investment. Engage in an interactive round table with peers and  
industry professionals on practical next steps and expectations for marketing and IT leaders as you are guided 
through a discussion how to move from ideation and strategy into planning and execution.

TOPIC 3: Novel Brand Extension Opportunities for TLD Owners and Brands though the Use of Strategic Alliances  
and Partnerships

Opening the door for market engagement and customer touch points not previously possible through the 
world wide web, this panel will explore the many unique opportunities that are available for new TLD owners 
and brands through the use of strategic alliances and partnerships. Learn how to further bolster your brand, 
market reputation and prominence within your industry as you benefit from a discussion on how to mine for 
and seek out opportunities for extending your brand through your TLD.

TOPIC 4: How to Set a Realistic but Workable Budget for Your TLD Launch

How can an entity go about setting a budget for something as novel as the launch of a new TLD? A first-time 
endeavor for many TLD applicants, it is critical to understanding exactly what your launch costs will be so as 
to avoid crafting a marketing budget that may ultimately represent only a fraction of your realistic costs and 
spend. During this discussion, behind the scenes as you are guided though a discussion of the evolution of how 
one TLD effectively mapped out their financial budget as well as insights into what steps were taken during the 
launch process to ensure the budget kept pace with the needs of the launch.

MAIN CONFERENCE AgENDA

3:45PM  Networking Refreshment Break

5:30PM  Congress Adjourns to Day Two

2:30PM  THE .NYC CASE STUDY: FROM VISION TO REALITY
Hear from the team behind .NYC as they discuss their digital marketing strategy and share their vision for  
how .NYC will be utilized by brands and consumers to connect with customers.
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MAIN CONFERENCE AgENDA
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Tuesday, March 4, 2014

8:15AM   Breakfast and Morning Networking

11:00AM  Networking Refreshment Break

12:15PM  Networking Luncheon

9:00AM  SPOTLIgHT ADDRESS: THE CURRENT AND FUTURE STATE OF DIgITAL MARKETINg  
     AND CUSTOMER ENgAgEMENT IN A CHANgED INTERNET LANDSCAPE

11:30AM  INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION ROUNDTABLE – ADDRESSINg THE TOP THREE CHALLENgES  
     CURRENTLY FACINg THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE BRAND REgISTRY gROUP AND  
     DOMAIN NAME ASSOCIATION

8:30AM  INTERACTIVE WORKINg gROUP SESSIONS

WORKSHOP A: EARLY RESULTS FROM THE TMCH – BRAND STRATEgIES FOR EFFECTIVELY 
MONITORINg YOUR TRADEMARKS AND REgISTRATIONS DURINg SUNRISE AND LANDRUSH
Ensuring your brand’s underling IP rights are properly registered and protected during the sunrise period for 
your new gTLD is paramount to ensuring that your domain name(s) will be properly protected post-launch. 
During this interactive session hear from a diverse panel including perspectives from both applicant and  
non-applicant brands as well as the Trademark Clearinghouse as they discuss:

• Understanding how new gTLDs are impacting brand portfolio control
• Addressing top of mind issues for brand trademark counsel as new gTLDs come online
• Safeguarding strategies for best protecting the domain names that match your trademarks
• Cybersquatting and TLD security  - post-launch internet monitoring strategies to address fraud,  
 counterfeiting, internet security and hacker threats

1:30PM  THE FUTURE OF CONSUMER ENgAgEMENT – ONE AgENCY’S VISION OF THE  
     BRAND ExPERIENCE POST-gTLD
• Understanding how your new TLD can be effectively used to communicate your product’s story/message  
 in the digital landscape
• Strategies for successfully utilizing your new TLD to best connect with your target market and customer base - 
 how to get the right messages in front of the right people 
• “Outside the box” strategies for ensuring maximum positioning of your brand post-gTLD – examining how  
 a brand engagement strategy should look and feel in the new digital landscape
• Effective strategies for maximizing traffic potential to your new TLD – understanding the impact on search  
 of new TLDs

WORKSHOP B: PREMIUM DOMAIN NAME STRATEgIES FOR CORPORATE AND gENERIC REgISTRIES –  
A gUIDE TO EFFECTIVELY WORK WITH DOMAIN INVESTORS, BROKERS AND AUCTION HOUSES
During this session hear from a diverse panel including representatives from domain investors, brokers and 
auction houses as they share and discuss with you strategies for determining the true value of your new TLD. 
Offering a unique opportunity for businesses to truly customize their online identity, attendees of this session 
will walk away with firsthand insights into how to effectively work with those on the investment side of the TLD 
community as you learn how TLD valuation determinations are made as well as what criteria go into evaluating 
the value of a new TLD.
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2:00PM  WHY WE DIDN’T APPLY, WHY WE WITHDREW – UNIqUE INSIgHTS FROM ROUND 1  
     NON-APPLICANT AND WITHDRAWN TLDS 
Did your company want to see how TLD launches from Round 1 pan out before making the substantial time 
and financial investment? Maybe your company submitted an application and then re-thought your strategy 
and decided to withdraw? Possibly you are contemplating applying for your .BRAND in Round 2 and are just 
looking for insights into what you need to do now to protect your brand? During this session hear directly 
from brands who either chose not to apply in Round 1 or who ultimately withdrew their application as they 
share insights into how to ensure your brand is best protected as new TLDs come online.

3:15PM   HOW TO EFFECTIVELY BUILD AN INTEgRATED SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEgY DEDICATED  
     TO LEVERAgINg ALL YOUR DIgITAL ASSETS TO CONNECT WITH CUSTOMERS 
During this engaging session hear how several brands are considering and acting on the possibilities that 
TLDs will offer in connection with existing and emerging social media platforms.

4:00PM  FORECASTINg FOR ROUND 2 – INDUSTRY ExPECTATIONS AND INSIgHTS FROM ICANN  
     ON WHAT LIES AHEAD FOR PROSPECTIVE ROUND 2 APPLICANTS 
Over the course of this event many strategies, ideas and best practices for Round 1 TLD implementation and 
launch will have been shared and discussed. Join in during this closing session of the conference as industry 
insiders come together to discuss possible timeframes for Round 2, expected changes to the application  
process going forward and recap key lessons learned from early Round 1 launches.

4:45PM  CO-CHAIRS’ CLOSINg REMARKS AND OPEN q&A

5:00PM  Conference Concludes

2:45PM  Networking Refreshment Break
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ADDITIONAL EVENT INFORMATION

To register visit us online at www.gtldworldcongress.com

www.gtldworldcongress.com

THE FUTURE OF THOUgHT LEADERSHIP DELIVERED TODAY
As competition has significantly increased, resources have been curtailed and the overall economics of the industry have 
shifted, the race to, and critical importance of, establishing your organization as true subject matter experts with unique  
abilities and specialized access to methodologies and strategies has never been more important. 

As the field gets perpetually more crowded, how can today’s smart company rise above the background noise to ensure that 
the right people hear your message in the intended capacity? 

The answer is Momentum’s thought leadership solutions.

Developed with one goal in mind, yours, Momentum’s portfolio of leading business development services can provide your 
organization with multiple opportunities to achieve your strategic objectives. By choosing Momentum, your organization will:

• Engage with attendees before, during and after the event to support the  
 development or maintenance of stronger, more valuable relationships.  

• Research the event’s attendees in tremendous depth before the conference ever 
 begins so you can more effectively prospect and execute a successful on-site strategy.

• Incorporate your thought leadership across several live and traditional channels that provide maximum exposure and 
awareness to the people that mean most to you.

• Benefit from a custom build database of prospects, a private LinkedIn group and even a bespoke, invitation-only meeting 
crafted to increase your business development opportunities.

Let Momentum design the right thought leadership solution that supports your strategic objectives and doesn’t break your 
budget because as the only customer service  organization within the events industry, our passion lies with driving value for 
all our clients and making the conference experience enjoyable again. 

To learn more, contact:
Ben Greenzweig, Principal, Co-CEO
Momentum Event Group
ben@momentumevents.com
646.504.8089

Now, when you visit www.momentumevents.com on your iPhone, Android, 
Blackberry or other smartphone you’ll receive specially designed and  
displayed mobile content and navigation which makes accessing your 
event on-the-go a breeze.

You can…
• Review the agenda for any event
• View the speaker profiles and connect  
 via LinkedIn or Momentum Connect
• Connect with fellow registered  
 attendees through Momentum  
 Connect Mobile EditionTM 
• Send messages to fellow attendees 
 and speakers
• Arrange “at conference” meetings 
 and appointments with fellow  
 attendees prior to the event.
• Obtain a GPS enabled map and 
 directions to the event
• Contact the event hotel directly
• Register for an event
• Modify or cancel a registration
• View our latest videos and tweets
 ..and more.

Visit us on your smartphone today and  
join the conversation. 

We understand that there is just  
too much information provided at  
our events for just one person to  
capture it all. 
Even more importantly, as Momentum 
remains conscious of the budget  
challenges that most businesses still face 
in today’s economy, we believe that it 
doesn’t take 3 or more to be a group—
bring just one colleague along with you 
to an event and you’ll both receive a 
discount.
Bring one colleague  
(group of 2 in total)
Both receive 10% off registration.
Bring two colleagues 
(group of 3 in total) 
All three receive 15% off registration.
Bring three colleagues or more  
(group of 4 in total) 
All four receive 25% off registration.

TEAM BUILDINg OPPORTUNITIES

event group

Matt Godson, CEO 
Momentum Events Group

Matt



event group

For faster and more accurate service, please register online at www.gtldworldcongress.com.  
Online registrants may pay by credit card, wire transfer, check or request an invoice.
You may also use this form and mail it with payment to: MOMENTUM EVENT gROUP Suite 100, 50 Dimond Avenue,  
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567, USA

O  YES, PLEASE REgISTER THE FOLLOWINg ATTENDEES FOR THE 3rd DIgITAL MARKETINg & gTLD STRATEgY CONgRESS

CONTACT DETAILS
Name ________________________________________________ Position _____________________________________ 

Approving Manager __________________________________________ Position _______________________________ 

Organization _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

City _____________________________State _______________ ZIP Code ____ Phone _________________________  

Fax ______________________________E-mail ______________ Type of Business ______________________________ 

PLEASE qUOTE THE NAME OF THE ATTENDEE(S) AND THE EVENT CODE 133W14-NYC AS A REFERENCE.
Please e-mail info@momentumevents.com to receive Wire Transfer and ACH details. 
W9: If you require a W9, please download it directly from www.momentumevents.com/w9

PLEASE CHARgE MY:  O  VISA  O  MASTERCARD  O  AMEx   O  DISCOVER   O  PLEASE INVOICE ME  

Card Number ____________________________________________________________________

Exp. Date ___________Signature ____________________________________________

O  I HAVE ENCLOSED MY CHECK FOR $_________MADE PAYABLE TO MOMENTUM EVENT gROUP.      
O  ACH PAYMENT

FOR CREDIT CARD AUTHORIZATION

To register visit us online at www.gtldworldcongress.com

REgISTRATION INFORMATION

BOOKINg FORM

Register online at www.gtldworldcongress.com,  
email info@momentumevents.com or call +1 646.807.8555.
gROUP BOOKINgS
Group discounts are available for 2 or more attendees. Register 2 or more attendees and receive a 10% discount on all 
bookings. Register 3 or more attendees for bigger savings. This discount may not be combined with any other offer. All 
attendees must be employed by the same organization and must register together in one transaction. One invoice will be 
issued to the group lead.

ATTENDEE FEE INCLUDES CONFERENCE AND ALL WORKSHOPS, MOMENTUM CONNECT AND POST-EVENT WEBINARS (ALL PRICES USD)

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
• Registration fees may not be shared among people from the same firm or company.
• Payment must be received in full by the conference date. 
• Any early registration or other discounts cannot be combined and must be applied at the time of registration.
• Group discounts are available to individuals employed by the same organization.
If you are unable to attend the conference, you may designate a substitute. Substitution, cancellation and refund requests 
must be made via e-mail to info@momentumevents.com in accordance with the information found online at: 
http://momentumevents.com/attendee-information. There are no refunds for no-shows. All requests for refunds or  
changes to your hotel room reservation must be made directly with The Dream Hotel.

PHOTOS AND VIDEO
Event registration implies your consent that any pictures and/or video obtained during the event may be used for future  
promotional purposes. Momentum is able to use your likeness without remuneration.

REgISTER BEFORE 1/13/2014 REgISTER BEFORE 2/10/2014 REgISTER ON OR AFTER 2/20/2014

CONFERENCE & WORKSHOP CONFERENCE & WORKSHOP CONFERENCE & WORKSHOP

$1295 $1495 $1695


